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when the game starts, you will see the player's empire with the race bar, and the options (i.e. what to view and what to build). you can click on the race bar (if it is not highlighted) to see a list of all the units for that race. each unit will have its own
statistics, such as hp, attack, defense, morale, movement speed, and attack speed. after selecting the units, you can click on the build button to build them, or simply click on the 'view units' button to change to the units view. this is where you can

see your empire and select which units you want to see. in the units view, you can also drag units over other units to re-order them. you can then click on the little arrow next to the unit to see its stats. you can also resize the view by dragging the left
and right edges. after selecting the buildings, you can click on the build button to build them, or simply click on the 'view buildings' button to change to the buildings view. this is where you can see your empire and select which buildings you want to

see. 1: you can use any order spell in the spell section. 2: the juggerknight will also be faced with the problem of the shadowrath, for these shadowraths will also be joining with the juggerknight to fight chaos. as soon as you unlock the level 2 shinobi,
these will be a tremendous threat, as they will have 4 bars of health instead of the 3 bars, and they will be able to heal themselves. the best strategy to use against them is to start by killing their level 1 shinobi, then you can bring out your level 2

shinobi, which will disable their healing and will kill them before they heal. however, keep in mind that once they are disabled they can't be healed, so they will eventually die.
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shadowrath - the shadowrath are the only nation to actually sympathize with the dark knights, as they faced the same power struggles with chaos. however, dark knights despise the shadowrath for their decision to join chaos's most powerful enemy:
order. one dark knight has the prowess to slaughter a shadowrath in a duel--the shadowrath's main advantage. however, it is possible for a shadowrath to succeed, so long as he has level ii shinobi. although the poison inflicted to the juggerknight will

deal almost nothing, due to their passive healing, the damage from the strike alone will bring the juggerknight a great disadvantage. battles in stick war take place on 3d hexagon maps, and this allows you to strategize and plan ahead a lot easier than
in 2d games. your units can be ordered to move, or to attack an enemy, as well as be used in solo or in groups. maps can be zoomed in and out, and there is a world map as well as a view that allows you to see all of the map at once. later medusa
reveals herself in the campaign, saying that her empire has been here for along time now and she starts attacking due to enslavement of her beloved giants. the story of her empire quickly spread and others then realized the stories the group of

knights told were true. but atlas, no one knows what became of them. stick war is considered to be the first ever game based on the genre, and the concept has been re-used in many titles since. stick figures, the battlegrounds, and the game's simple
and easy mechanics have been used in many other games, either as an homage to stick war, or for it's own purpose. the concept of stick figures is the simplest mechanic of stick war, giving a game that is easy to learn, but can still be difficult to

master. there are no random battles or team-matching in stick war, instead all battles are fought by the single player. 5ec8ef588b
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